
Life Cereal

We are eight years old, balancing between bar stools and the counter of the kitchen worktop. 
Tracey spoons hot toffee from the can as I hold it unsteadily between oven-mitted hands. 

“Careful.” She scolds in a voice thirty years too old for her. “It’ll slip.”

I press my palms against the warm fabric, feeling the give of the thin aluminium. I can smell 
the sweet nectar of the toffee as it falls in satisfying plops. Even then, overwhelmed by a 
desire for instant gratification I wanted to grab the wooden spoon and shovel the hot 
thickness into my mouth. Dessert for breakfast. We were at an age where burnt tongues were 
no big deal.

I remember Tracey’s kitchen better than my own, the one I grew up and ate around for the 
first nine years of my life. Frequently polished by the midweek cleaner, the tiles around the 
cupboards and counters were the purest white and flecked subtly with a grey that matched the
furniture. Designed that way. From what I recall our kitchen was as my parents first found it; 
brownish and battered. They never refurbished, a sentiment echoed in years of frugality on 
my mother’s part. As a child I would practise mathematics by counting the amount of pennies
saved by reading the yellow labels plastered to everything in the fridge. 

“We peel the bananas and chop them with the knife.” She instructs, in a loud clear voice 
which mirrors her mother’s. 

Tracey always holds the banana at the very bottom, peeling back each waxy strip of already 
browning peel with a slow concentration that we will later see parodied by our high school 
classmates and cheap gags in sitcoms. In the years of friendship which took us from 
childhood into our early teenage years, I maintained a loyal fascination with Tracey. She 
possessed an inner poise that the rest of us snivelling, scab-kneed babies lacked. Later dubbed
‘the ice queen’ by rejected boys, there was always something impenetrable about her. A 
distance that no amount of playground natter and sleepovers could fill. In two years time we 
are ten and will sneak into the attic above my parents’ bedroom and kiss each other on the 
lips. A year later Tracey will walk home with a short, sandy haired boy and hold his hand. I 
will spend the next five years waiting to be kissed again.

The banoffee pie sits in the fridge for six hours; all we can stand before sinking our separate 
spoons into the soft whipped cream top. I remember the flavour, or maybe I remember the 
flavour from all the subsequent tastings. Restaurants and the reduced aisle in supermarkets. 
Like the pain of a wounded heart or a broken toe, flavour fades into a series of jagged, 
unclear memories. Tracey and I sat at the dining table in her mother’s pristine home, our 
cutlery clinking against the blue and white china plates. Her face was smeared with toffee and
smiling proudly at her creation. Our small shoes kicked at the air under the table, sometimes 
colliding.



There are people who understand food and there are people who don’t. I’ve always lived with
women who could cook; Roxanne endlessly boiling vegetables, the clattering of pans from 
Sarah’s kitchen. Ollie’s great batches of cupcakes which would appear magically in the 
mornings. Meanwhile I chiselled burnt pizza crusts from the oven and watched television 
with my friend David, both quoting lines from shows in advance through mouthfuls of cereal.
I have only ever seen David cook cheese on toast. At group trips to all-you-can-eats, my 
friends and I raided the sweet and sour chicken or tikka massala whilst he would sit eating a 
plate of chips nonchalantly. 

“David,” I remember saying. “Try this.”

We were walking together through the wooded area of our university. We had graduated 
from the sprawling countryside campus a few years previous and would return sporadically to
traipse across the grounds and get drunk in the evening. The ‘this’ in question was a tub of 
coronation chicken, which I was eating neat with a plastic fork. Our shoes scuffed along the 
gravelled path leading towards the library. 

His face wrinkles, brow scrunching low over a furrowed nose. “What is that?”

I try to maintain a neutral facial expression. Prone to outbursts of incredulity through my 
teenage years, I would often react with near-personal outrage should someone have not heard 
of my favourite band or film. It is something I still struggle with, the instinct to gasp 
theatrically in shock at someone else’s ignorance. Bad habits. 

“It’s coronation chicken.”

“Euuuuurgh!” His Yorkshire-born voice rises a few octaves. “What’s in it?”

“Chicken. You like chicken.” I can hear my mother in my tone, her insistence over childhood
dinners that I enjoyed peas. Whether she heard the desperate retching as I piled platefuls into 
my small mouth and ran for the bathroom, spitting out the offending gunk, I don’t know. 
We’ve never talked about it. 

“I do like chicken, yes. What are the dark bits?”

“Raisins.”

“Raisins?”

He did, after requesting an extensive dissection of the substance, agree to try some. Prodding 
around with the prongs of the fork trying determinedly to avoid the dark bits, he leans his 
head back and drops a forkful into his open mouth. He chews with a thoughtful expression.

“It’s quite nice.”     

At around nineteen, both my eating and relationship habits were irregular. In February I lived
like a hermit; sleeping from seven in the morning and waking in the evening, sneaking to the 
shop for crisps and biscuits. Surya had a self-declared addiction to Dr Pepper and my narrow 



student room was littered with his cans. Owen took me to restaurants and paid, but the 
carefully cooked variations of dishes one could just as easily make at home tasted strange. He
was in love with someone else. Wayne and I worked together in a pub and would sneak both 
onion rings and kisses in the kitchen. 

People came into my life like poptarts and were generally evicted from the toaster before they
were given time to heat up. Every time they left my house I would sink into the sofa we had 
squeezed into our small communal living space, a bowl of rice pudding resting on my knees, 
watching DVDs and looking appropriately glum whilst my housemates cooked around me, 
trying not to ask any questions. I played the parts of reluctant heart-breaker and eventually 
the broken-hearted and was rewarded by offerings of extra helpings heaped on plates. My 
problems were never discussed, but there was an unspoken agreement that I was exempt 
during these low moments from the washing up. Occasionally I emailed Tracey. Slim and 
toned, she holds a glass of water in a recent photo, flanked by her boyfriend of two years.  

In a restaurant celebrating a birthday, the waitress took my name as Ms Bread. More 
humiliating was raising my hand, confirming my new name and being lead to a table. I 
helped myself to the unlimited salad bar and pictured my new life as a baker.

Nowadays I forget to eat a lot. The sensation of hunger generally creeping up on me at 
around half past six every other evening, whereby I will fashion something from the contents 
of my unstocked kitchen cupboards. Inevitably I eat a lot of marmite sandwiches. More 
importantly I forget what other people eat. In my second year of university my boyfriend at 
the time, a recent convert to Islam, was polite but firm the first time I served him ham and 
pineapple pizza. He was less impressed the following night when I presented him with 
sausage and onion pasta bake. I have ruined dates by declining the offer of food, a decision 
that mostly leads to my company and I finding a pub, ordering a gallon of cider and speaking 
terribly frankly about ourselves. These evenings are not typically followed up with another.

Over the years I’ve been thinking that this isn’t my fault, that I am instead a victim of food. 
That the five major groups have taken a dislike to me. Meals have been forced upon me in the
past and I have been made to eat them. Menu orders were made for me and I would change 
my mind halfway through the dinner and pick around the salad. I picked portions off other 
people’s plates. At sixteen I used to devour egg mayonnaise daily for a month, frustrating my 
mother who did the weekly shop. One Friday she came back with a pot of coronation chicken
and I have not eaten egg mayonnaise since. I have not treated food well.

The only time I ever hung out with Tracey in the years we sailed through our teens, we met in
the park at the back of her house. We’d kept in contact sporadically over the years in a way 
that should have given us plenty to talk about. We were seventeen.  

John makes eggs in the morning. The grease hits the pan with a sizzle, their destination 
marked by billows of smoke. I think of music videos from twenty years ago and stand in the 
back garden with a cigarette; my breakfast. I can hear the crackle on the other side of the wall
along with his singing. Bread is buttered, the rubbery whites slipped between slices. We both 
mix our cereals, pouring muesli over vegetarians. He’s vegetarian. I still forget. In the bed-



and-breakfast we lie around lamenting our diets, promising each other our affections even if 
we were to get fat. Our future is mapped out in meals, of lazy nights in with nachos, me 
nestled deep against his chest. Cinema popcorn and restaurant meals when we can afford it. 
That’s the way it should be, I think.


